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Educational Objectives
By the end of this activity, learners will be able to:

1. Articulate the effects of unconscious racial bias on patient care in a small-group discussion
2. Engage in a small-group conversation about race and stereotyping and racism, and examine their connections to medicine and medical school
3. Practice engaging in conversations about difficult material with colleagues
4. Describe their exposure to stereotyping and racism through the lens of the Implicit Associations Test
5. Plan together to continue to develop as individuals and as a group around issues related to diversity and inclusion

Abstract

Introduction
This study examined a novel curricular method to help students increase awareness of and reflect on racial bias.

This method of combining students’ Race Implicit Association Test results with longitudinal small-group discussion has not appeared in the literature to date.

Methods
University of Vermont first year medical students are enrolled in a year-long, small-group course designed to create reflective discussion about professionalism and emotionally complex topics in medicine. Prior to the session we investigated, students were instructed to complete the Implicit Association Test (IAT) and related readings. Students then engaged in a semi-structured group discussion facilitated by faculty. After the session, students completed an anonymous evaluation, which included Likert questions about session objectives and an opportunity for comments, which were subjected to thematic analysis. Two versions of the session were compared.
Results

86% (version 1) and 92% (version 2) of students indicated that this session encouraged them to think about their own unconscious bias, 80% (version 1) and 81% (version 2) indicated that it prompted them to have a discussion that they would not have otherwise had and 64% (version 1) and 51% (version 2) reported that the IAT played a crucial role in their discussion. Results of the thematic analysis (version 1) mirror the Likert results.

Discussion

Use of the IAT combined with facilitated small-group discussion encouraged students to contemplate bias with peers. This method for promoting exploration of bias in medical education sets the stage for further dialogue and more just clinical care.

Introduction

Despite decades of effort, racial disparities in patterns of medical treatment persist. Across a variety of disease and treatment categories including such examples as rates of treatment with cardiovascular procedures\(^1\), treatment of HIV with appropriate medication regimen\(^2\), time to breast cancer surgery\(^3\) and more, African Americans receive different and in many cases less optimal care than their white counterparts, even after controlling for multiple confounders such as socioeconomic status. Although a variety of causal factors may contribute to these differences, the behaviors and attitudes of clinicians are likely an important factor\(^4\). Even among health care providers who do not endorse explicit racist attitudes, implicit racial bias may affect treatment of patients. Indeed, research indicates that when given otherwise identical fictional written vignettes of patient presentations, merely changing the race of the patient in the vignette affects physicians’ estimations of patient cooperativeness\(^5\).

Differences in unconscious racial bias can be measured using the Implicit Association Test\(^6\) (IAT), a tool introduced in 1998. Evidence suggests that these unconscious biases may be affected for better and worse by
experiences of medical students during their time in medical school\textsuperscript{7}. For example, mere use of the IAT by medical students has been shown to correlate with decreased implicit racial bias\textsuperscript{7}.

The IAT has been used extensively in a variety of contexts aimed at addressing various types of bias. Within medical schools, its use has been investigated with regard to medical faculty search committees\textsuperscript{8}, as a basis for preparation of LGBTQ inclusive sexual history taking teaching experiences\textsuperscript{9}, as part of a unit on health disparities embedded in a family medicine clerkship\textsuperscript{10} and to facilitate reflection on the role of bias in general on medical care\textsuperscript{11}. We created a learning module centered around the Race IAT. This module was designed to specifically address the role of implicit racial bias in medicine and facilitate reflection on and discussion of students’ implicit racial biases in a small-group discussion format.

Methods

The Professionalism, Communication, and Reflection (PCR) course is a longitudinal curriculum required for all first year medical students at the Larner College of Medicine at the University of Vermont. It consists of weekly 90-minute small group meetings with the same seven medical students and the same faculty physician facilitator. The PCR curriculum addresses a variety of important themes, often centered around communication with peers about difficult topics, learning to attend to patients’ narratives, and exploring social and economic forces in medicine. Each week students are assigned readings to complete in advance of the small-group meetings, which are designed to facilitate discussion of that week’s topic.

The focus of the session in question was implicit racial bias among physicians and its effects on medical care. We designed and compared two versions of the sessions for students in two different years (the differences in preparatory materials are described below). Directions for accessing the online Race IAT are detailed in Appendix A and AMA citations for all pre-readings are listed in Appendix B (version 1) and Appendix C (version 2). Prior to meeting, students in both versions of the session were asked to complete the following two tasks:

1. Complete the online Race IAT.
2. Read the chapter “Blink in Black and White” from \textit{Blink}, by Malcolm Gladwell.
The purpose of reading this chapter is to provide students the background for taking and understanding the IAT. The Gladwell excerpt describes in some detail the methodology used in the IAT, which relies on the observation that we make faster connections between pairs of ideas that are already related in our mind than we do between ideas that are unfamiliar to us. The test then measures the time required to match concepts like “European American or Bad” and “African American or Good” and compares that with the time it takes to match the concepts “European American or Good” and “African American or Bad”. Gladwell refers to prior research indicating that over 80 percent of test takers have pro-white associations as measured by this test. He goes on to explain that this result does not reflect conscious, intentional, or stated opinions or beliefs, but rather unconscious, automatic, associations. Our conscious beliefs might be completely opposed to our unconscious associations, which are influenced by the social stimuli to which we are exposed, whether or not they conform to our values. That makes the IAT results particularly fertile ground for self-examination and discussion.

Students in version 1 were asked to read the following two pieces in addition to completing items 1 and 2:


Students were also asked to read “A Silent Curriculum”, an essay by Katherine Brooks, who at the time of writing was a medical student. Brooks describes the “silent curriculum” characterized by implicit racial bias that she has so far experienced in medical school. She provides many examples of the ways she has so far been unintentionally instructed to incorporate racial bias into her clinical practice. For example, she has learned to blame miscommunications on the patient, rather than a language barrier. She has learned that patients’ race is often a hint to their medical issues. She has learned that poor immigrant patients have less freedom to turn down medical interventions at birth than white women have. In spite of attempts in the formal curriculum to address the issue of race-related disparities in health care, Brooks articulates concern that the silent curriculum may perpetuate these health care inequities, and she believes that it is pervasive in our healthcare system. She
concludes that physicians need to examine these inequalities and the effect of their own implicit biases in order to challenge them and build truly equitable clinical practices.

In addition to prompting discussion, the Brooks essay serves to alert students to possible examples of healthcare inequities that they might encounter as they go through and beyond medical school. Seeing these examples early in their medical school career may help them recognize inequities when they occur so that they can take measures to counteract them.

4. Read “Presence and Vulnerability in Medical Education”, by Sunny Nakae:

A follow-up comment on the Brooks essay, “Presence and Vulnerability in Medical Education”, by S. Nakae is also assigned. Nakae points out the importance of connecting real world experiences with classroom teaching and learning in order to better prepare students for their future as medical practitioners.

Students in version 2 were asked to complete the following three items in addition to items 1 and 2:

5. View “How Racism Makes Us Sick”, by David Williams

This TED talk by Prof. David Williams of Harvard details the many ways in which racism negatively impacts the health outcomes of African Americans. He describes factors such as implicit racism of medical providers, the effects of geographic segregation and the racial wealth and income gap. He also discusses some of the possible solutions which may help ameliorate these problems. This video helps students better understand the structural issues underlying the health of communities of color in the United States.

6. Read the chapter “The New Jim Crow” from The New Jim Crow, by Michelle Alexander

Alexander’s piece serves to introduce students to the concept of institutional racism and the distinction between it and individual bias. Specifically, it explores the role disproportionate mass incarceration of African American men, under the pretext of the War on Drugs, plays in continuing the discriminatory legacy of old Jim Crow segregation laws. Through this reading, students gain an opportunity to understand the societal level mirror
image of implicit bias: how institutional structures and practices, even when not always explicitly racist, serve to discriminate against a racial minority in more subtle yet equally powerful ways.

7. Racism has devastating effects on children’s health, pediatricians warn by William Wan

This Washington Post article discusses a policy statement from the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) about the negative health effects of racism. It explores the many ways in which discrimination has been documented to cause tangible harm to people’s health and explains the AAP’s recommendations to health care providers about how to mitigate this harm. We included this piece to focus the larger conversation on implicit bias and institutional racism on the healthcare field more specifically and to facilitate conversations about what students’ role might be in responding to this challenge in their careers.

After completing the IAT and the respective assigned pre-work, students met in their small groups and engaged in a semi-structured discussion facilitated by their faculty preceptor. After the discussion session, all students completed an anonymous evaluation (Appendix D), which included Likert survey questions about session objectives and an opportunity for spontaneous, open-ended comments. Comments were subjected to thematic analysis, and a coding scheme was developed to capture themes.

Results

210 first year UVM medical students took part in this learning activity, 120 in version 1 and 90 in version 2. Facilitators were all physician faculty members at the University of Vermont Larner College of Medicine representing a range of departments. Students evaluated the session with an anonymous online Likert scale survey about session objectives which also included free response questions about the session. 100% of the students who participated in the activity (n = 210) completed the survey. (See Table).

86% (version 1) and 92% (version 2) of the respondents indicated that the session encouraged them to think about their own unconscious bias, and 80% (version 1) and 81% (version 2) indicated that it prompted them to have a discussion that they would not have otherwise had with their classmates. 64% (version 1) and 51% (version 2) reported that the IAT played a crucial role in their discussion. 85% (version 1) and 80% (version 2) of
students endorsed the item that stated, “The session prompted me to think more about how my biases may affect my future care of racially diverse patients and colleagues.”

Results of the thematic analysis, which was only done with version 1, elaborate on the Likert results, demonstrating sophisticated student engagement in this activity. Categories of distinct thought units were developed during several read-throughs and labelled as positive or negative. A coding manual was developed describing each category. All responses were then categorized by two independent raters, with high (>95%) inter-rater reliability. 64% of free responses were categorized as positive, while 18% were categorized as neutral and the remainder as negative. Representative examples include the following:

“This was an eye-opening assessment that made me think about implicit racial bias in a very real way.”

“I think it’s important to start discussion about bias early on in our medical education.”

“While taking the IAT test can be a bit uncomfortable, I did feel like I learned how unconscious bias could play a role in how I treat others and how others perhaps unconsciously react to my actions.”

“Taking the IAT completely backfired in my PCR group... my group spent the entire time arguing about how the test doesn’t reflect an actual result.”

Discussion

Given the continued inequity in health outcomes among different racial groups, and the likelihood that implicit racial bias on the part of healthcare practitioners may in part account for these differences, it is critical that medical educators adopt strategies to address implicit racial bias in medical students. We have developed a curricular module specifically aimed at addressing implicit racial bias in a small group format which uses the Race IAT as its starting point. Based upon post-session Likert scale surveys, the session was well received by medical students, the vast majority of whom agreed it succeeded in prompting discussion of and reflection on the role that implicit racial bias plays in medical care. Although we had expected that the use of the Race IAT would play an outsized role in facilitating discussion, survey results indicate that other elements (including the assigned readings and semi-structured time for discussion among peers) may have also had an important impact. Nonetheless, in summary, a session for medical students to explore racial bias anchored around the Race IAT appears to be a valuable educational innovation.
Possible limitations of our work include the unique educational context in which this session took place. Some of the effects observed may have been due to the longitudinal aspect of our university’s PCR groups, which may limit generalizability to schools that are unable to implement a course like PCR. Additionally, some groups struggled with interpreting IAT results, perhaps indicating more intellectual scaffolding would be helpful. Lastly, some students expressed a wish for greater diversity among students in order to enrich the discussion. Future research could explore the impact of demographic diversity in small groups on student rated outcomes in this activity.
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